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Mobile lens APEXEL APL-HB170SW 170° Super wide angle lens

APEXEL APL-HB170SW 170° wide angle phone lens
In today's world where every moment is worth capturing, the APEXEL APL-HB170SW phone lens is a key tool for any mobile photography
enthusiast.  Designed  by  Apexel,  this  170°  wide-angle  lens  significantly  changes  the  way  we  view  mobile  photography,  offering
unparalleled quality and ease of use. See what it can offer you! 
 
Thoughtful design
The  APL-HB170SW features  an  advanced  design,  combining  high-quality  materials  including  optical  coating,  aluminum and  ABS.  As  a
result, the lens is not only durable, but also provides exceptional image quality. Its glass construction guarantees crystal clear images
without distortion.
 
Functionality and easy installation
The main function of this lens is to significantly enlarge the camera's field of view, allowing you to capture a wider 170° view. This is ideal
for  landscapes,  architecture or  group shots.  Its  mounting is  child's  play thanks to the universal  clip  with M17 thread,  making the lens
compatible  with  98%  of  smartphones  and  tablets  on  the  market.  Regardless  of  the  make  or  model  of  your  device,  the  APEXEL
APL-HB170SW is ready to use in seconds.
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Top quality 
The APEXEL APL-HB170SW is  CE,  RoHS and Reach certified,  which proves its  high quality and safe use.  Compatibility  with almost any
smartphone and tablet makes it a versatile tool that will meet the needs of even the most demanding users.
 
Included
wide angle lensdouble camera clipclean clothinstruction manual 
ManufacturerApexelModel APL-HB170SWLens type170° wide angle lensMaterial optical coating + aluminum + ABSFunction enlarges the
field  of  view  of  the  camera  and  allows  you  to  capture  a  wider  viewConstruction  glass  Mounting  Universal  clip  with  M17
threadCompatible98% of smartphones and tabletsCertifiedCE/RoHS/Reach

Preço:

€ 24.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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